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June 21,200l 

Dockets Management Branch 
Food & Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane 
Room 1061 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Ref: Docket OON- 1269-21 CFR Part -Pronose 
Requirements on Content and Fo at of La 
Biologics; Requirements for Pres ription D; 

t 
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Dear Sir or Madam: 

Vijuk Equipment, Inc. (VEI), is please 

i 

h 

to provid 
Administration’s December 22,2000, ‘I ederal RI 
Proposed Revisions to FDA’s Regulato y Require 

It is a shame that the current leaflets 
too small to read or they are written in 
understand. Pharmaceutical 
aren’t being used, 
will truly serve the 
current system is that 
make it mandatory that all physicians, 
informational leaflet. 

VEI would like to commend the FDA 
labeling, and we hope it will produce 
for everyone who is involved with pres 

With over 270 million people, includi 
other medical professionals, the entire 
Consumers will benefit the most, be 
community and they will be better e 

Following are Vijuk Equipment’s co 

Speciali ‘ts in finishil 
the Graphic Arts 

-I 
lbindery, p: 

!G 
g for Human Prescription Drugs and 
roduct Labels. 

~ nments on the Food and Drug 
:r Notice Requesting Comments on the 
ts for Prescription Drug Product Labeling.” 

e to ,the average reader because the type is 
It the average educated person doesn’t 
pending millions of dollars on leaflets that 
zent more and produce a new leaflet that 
1 for? The other shortcoming of the 
3 of the right people. The FDA should 
I, most of all, consumers receive this vital 

itiative to revise professional product 
user$riendly prescription product labeling 
nformation throughout the United States. 

icians, 75,000 pharmacists, as well as 
benefit from this new FDA proposal. 
:eive better service from the medical 
r medicines. 

b ‘ers t the FDA’s questions: 

ripment fcx 
Bg & daper converting 
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1. Whether, and under what 
“Highlights of Prescribing Informatio 
class. 

VEI agrees with the proposal that “Hi 
usefulness of labeling for providing p 
information is invaluable to a certain 
easy access by individuals in need of 

2. Does the inclusion of a high 
product liability concerns and, if so, 
section ‘highlights Nrather than %u 
the end of the highlights section: 
prescribe (name of drug) safely and 
information provided below. ” If thes 
additional measures to alleviate 
-section altogether or lengthening 
purpose? 

No comment. 

3. Whether thefull text of 
‘I-lighlights of Prescribing Infor 

We feel that the boxed warning shoul 
Information.” However? we are 
this section. May we suggest 
showing where the person reading thi 

4. What dt@rent types 
‘their costs and benefits? 

If an icon is used to signal a 
worldwide symbol. For example, we 
a symbol of a stop sign, a universal 
inclusion of this feature does not h 

5. Whether there shou 
must be removed. 

We believe that there should be a tim 
the changes remain for at least one to 
everyone up-to-date on the most rece 
should include the effective date (mo 

, 

y be inappropriate to include the proposed 
tableZing of a particular drug or drug 

ibing Information” will enhance the 
information to the reader. This 
ders and should be available for quick, 

? a signifYcant effect on manufacturers ’ 
quately addressed by: (a) Titling this 
:luaing the following statement, in bold at 
not include all the information needed to 
ame of drugj ‘s comprehensive prescribing 
t, could the agency take dtflerent or 
n-ns without eliminating the highlights 
would no longer serve its intended 

lould be included in the proposed 
dies/s of length. 

he proposed “Highlights of Prescribing 
entire boxed warning need be included in *I 
? the boxed warning with an index number 
Sonal information. 

signal a boxed warning and what are 

y be beneficial if the icon is a universal 
id that the boxed warning be indicated by 
Ine recognizes and acknowledges. The 
1e cost of inserts. 

the ‘Recent Labeling Changes ssection 

Labeling Changes.” We would like to see 
le. This proposed rule would keep 
ng that prescription. Also, every change 



We recommend that this information b 

system. 
II illi 

7. Whether it is necessary to i 
the proposed requirement for a h 
index just@ its inclusion?) 

ment for an index section given 
tional purposes served by the 

The index is an excellent and universal 
looking for. Most things of val 
there is no reason why docum 
index. This will greatly reduce the ti 
overall usefulness of the leaflets. 

rmation that a particular reader is 
rmation have an index enclosed, so 

information, and it will increase the 

8. Whether or not including sta 
appropriate. If it is believed that spec 
requests comment about wha 

ings/Precautions asection is 

No comment. 

9. Whether it is necessary to incl 
adverse drug reactions in the proposed 
well as the proposed Tlighl 

Providing a contact number for repo 
help gather vital information. Doing 
reactions because it is easy, convenient 
inconvenient to do so, people will not r 

rmation “section as 

erse reactions in the leaflet would 
antes of the individual reporting 

ing. It has been proven that, if it is 

Our recommendation is to include a co 

10. Whether the pote 
estimated by the agency, and whether s 

No comment. 
\ 

11. Whether the p 
(d) (5) will serve its inten 
information, or whether 

entities has been accurately 
adequately addressed 

inproposed Sec. 201.57 
the bolded 



We feel that it is good to bold certain 
important and, at times, need to b 
in bold type and, possibly, two (2) po 
individuals to find their information a 

ggest that all headings should be 
e rest of the body. This will enable 

12. Whether the proposed one 
Information “section (not including 
whether there are alternatives that 
such alternatives should be considere 

lights of Prescribing 
dication (s)) is adequate or 
and under what circumstances 

This “Highlights of Prescribing Infor 
information pertaining to the product 
many important highlights for any 
this section should be a minimum 
index number indicating where to fi 

r the reader to get important and brief 
e. Due to the fact that there are so 

best interest of everyone that 
Every highlight should reference the 

13. What means (other than the 
to facilitate access to, and identtfkatio 
comprehensive prescribing info 

No comment. 

14. Whether the proposed minim 
minimum 1 O-point font size would be 

size for labeling is sufficient or whether a 

Currently the font size in pat 
read without difficulty. This has been a 
the FDA will correct this shortcoming i 

, and we are happy to see that 

With the best interests of the 
be a minimum of 8-point typ 
leaflet, is intended for the g 
make this more user-friend 
least 2 point sizes larger 

of lo-point type. Also to 
ike to suggest that all headings be at 

Even though this new p y increase the size of the insert, 
there may be a general 
an insert with this expanded type size; 
solution to this probl 
available to produce these leaflets at a 
point out the additional cost of this new 
passed on to the consumers. Most of 
with the provision of good information. 
acceptable for such vital information. 



15. Whether the revise 
products with an NDA, BLA, or eJE 
Jinal rule, submitted on or after the 
fFom 0 up to and including 5 years 
alternative application criteria shou 

ireknents should be applied to drug 
ending at the eflective date of the 
rule, or that has been approved 

te of the$nal rule, or whether 

VEI feels that, in the best interes 
and all prescription medications, 
and efficiently as possible. If this 
reason why older medications sho 
today and are being prescribed 
patients. With this in mind, the 
up-to-date leaflet format available. 

this new proposal should cover any 
sal should be required as quickly 

help the entire public, there is no 
edications are still being used 
ew pharmacists for new 

ions to provide them with the most 

Below, please find a schedule that is fe 

Original Approval Date Timi ng for Newly Revised Leaflet 

1 year 1 year 
2 years 2 years 
5 years 3 years 

10 years 4 years 
20 years and beyond 5 years 

General Co~estions 

l Knowledge about a new product-( last three years) is very 
important to the reader. Because d a universal sign that could be 
used on all leaflets which would i is a neti, product. If the reader 
would visually see this sign, it ma ional information to learn more 
about the product. This may redu casualties related to new 
products. 

l This’new proposal will benefit e America and will probably 
benefit future children of this co proposal and format will be 
that valuable to the entire populati reason, whatsoever, why 
this proposal shouldn’t be mandate ines. With the positive 
benefits from this proposal, we ovide them with as much 
and as up-to-date information a the tool to make that 
happen. 

l The proposal indicates that there is sicians and pharmacists on this new 
proposal regarding requirements, c of labeling for human prescriptions, 
drugs and Biologics. Because thes nly used by physicians and pharmacists, 

, it would be best to open up this ed to the entire population. With the fact 
\ 
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that more patients are reading th 
obligation to educate the entire 

bnclusion is that the FDA has an 

Because drug manufacturers are 
formats, it is their obligation to 
advertising being done by the m 
product and does not address m 
consumer that, if the manufacture 
also provide detailed information 
manufacturers continue to adverti 
these informational leaflets to eve 
should be responsible for g 

ir products in many different 
e entire products. The 

e positive aspects of the 
es. It is only fair to the 
ts of the product, they should 

negative aspects, as well. If drug 
they should be obligated to provide 
ing their product. The manufacturer 
of their consumers’ possession. 

Due to the fact that there are multi 
year, the FDA shoul 
most recent revision 
updates or changes to that particu 

g in product labeling in any given 
the leaflets should be dated with the 
reader know if there are any new 

There is a strong consensus amon 
manufacturers to provide a leaflet 
they are taking and what the pros 
is that most patients do not know 
provided with proper, thor 
responsibility of protectin 
leaflets to every patient 

that the FDA should mandate drug 
nts should know specifically what 

medication. The truth of this situation 
r medication because they were never 
&nation. The FDA has a fiduciary 

an/late that drug manufacturers provide 
product does any person 

purchase or consume th 
Why are prescription 

irections or information? 
-accepted procedure? 

obligated to also provide a leaflet 
samples to consumers and physic 
responsible to provide them with 
FDA include product samples in thi 

It these companies give away free 
ir products, they should also be 

n regarding it. We recommend that the 

I 

There is a need for clarification of 
product category that does not 
Pharmaceutical companies give aw 

s new proposal will cover. The one 
new proposal is product samples. this 

pies a month, and they should be 

There seems to be an organized mo 
paperless inserts. We believe that t 
they should continue providing 
However,‘the fact is that no one’w 
it. There is no product in the worl 
instead, refers the consumer to the 
that your new car didn’t come with 
road, and the only directio 
FDA would even consider 
product. 

viding electronic information or 
e is an extremely strong tool and that 
r-n-ration highway (Internet). 

ion when they desperately need 
formation or directions and, 
nformation. Imagine, for example, 
you get a flat tire on a country 

rd.help. It isn’t imaginable that the 
lete information enclosed with a 

-6- ’ t, 1 ,I 



Considering that the physicians in 
pharmacy students, pharmacy tech 
labeling when they are up against t 
is imperative and life-threatening f 
moment’s notice. If a particular in 
not always time to connect electror 
information. The information high: 
viable option when dealing with pl 
Although manufacturers are pushir 
allow this, because it would have a 
Academy of Sciences’ statistics rel 
show a great increase. 

l All positive changes have an assoc 
proposal, because there will be add 
you compare this cost to the reveni 
impact, whatsoever. But when con 
because of the reduced medical err 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, Vijuk Equipment, Inc. 5 
format of labeling for human prescript 
responsibility is to provide information 
user-friendly, and informative to all of 

Finally, we appreciate the opportunity 
We hope that the FDA will make their 
well as medical professionals. We alsc 
can be implemented as soon as possibl 
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iining, phs 
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I comment 
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If the FDA has any questions, or if you 
information, please contact me at (630) 

Sincerely, 

er, Administration and Sales 

RBM:als 

sts, nurses, pharmaceutical scientists, 
t&t likely to read the approved product 
unusual, complicating consequences, it 
rdduct labeling be readily available at a 
&be1 information immediately, there is 

acquire that time-sensitive 
001; however, in most cases it is not a 

and, ultimately, people’s lives. 
.nsert, there is no way the FDA should 
people’s lives, and the National 
.s 4-i nnually due to medical errors would 

g manufacturers will be against this 
new leaflets. However, when 

there is no financial 
that will be saved 

?rbposal’ for requirements on content and 
logics. We believe that the industry’s 
:ts which will be rapidly available, more 
ers. 

is important issue in the proposed rule. 
the best interests of the consumer, as 

IAl can expedite this proposal, so that it 
.te benefit of everyone. 

~1 1 
to drovide additional pertinent 




